Application Testing Brief:

AI Vision for
Identifying
Skin Tumor

The Applications of Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X
Neural Compute Stick 2 by using Open Source Training
Platform OpenR8 and Identification Scheme of Skin
Tumor of Intel® OpenVINO™
Skin cancer has become an epidemic in most parts of the worlds. We need to conduct large-scale preliminary
screening via simple tests in order to encourage individuals to seek medication when necessary. The application of
Intel® Movidius™ NCS 2 for skin cancer preventive detection is a real-time skin cancer screening service based on
Artificial Intelligence (AI). It relies on a huge amount of images to distinguish skin cancer from benign lesions to help
people seek professional medical suggestions for effectively.

Application Scenario: Preventive Detection of Skin Cancer
For testing the application of Intel® Movidius Neural Computing Stick for skin
cancer detection, the engineers of World Peace Industrial Group IoT Solution Group
purchased endoscope camera with low price and high power. They have also used
Intel® Movidius™ Software Development Kit (SDK) to record the high resolution
images of moles and skin damages to be compared with the images in the constantly
growing database. And Intel® AI Dev Cloud is used to train the AI model. This platform
based on Intel® Xeon® expandable processor is available free of charge to members
of Intel® AI Research Institute, and it supports various main AI frameworks including
TensorFlow and Caffe. To enhance the performance of this diagnosis tool, Peter
adopted Intel® Movidius™ Neural Computing Stick which can support screening when there
is no immediate access to the Internet.

Intel® OpenVINO™ is a free development kit introduced by Intel® with respect
to AI computing method, which allows users to experience the fun of AI program
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pre-training neural computing model to use OpenVINO™ Inference Engine for object
detection and identification. With the power consumption of only 2W and economic price, it allows user-developed AI
programs to be in operation in coordination with the embedded system.
OpenR8 is a complete package for AI which can standardize and modularize AI algorithms into a software kit with
reduced price and technical barrier. There is no need for Linux. Users can use and adjust AI algorithms via web
browser user interface without any programming. Therefore, the technical barrier of AI can be greatly reduced, and
users can simply use OpenR8 via mouse for in-depth learning network training.
Intel® Movidius™ adopts USB appearance design and low power consumption Intel® Movidius™ Vision Processing
Unit (VPU), so it can use the word self-contained inference engine to accelerate deep neural network processing.
Developers can choose to use the convolutional neural network based on either Caffe or TensorFlow framework to
startup the project while using one of several sample networks. The toolkit can be used for analysis and adjustment of
neural network, and the compilation of a version of API to be embedded in the neural computing platform.

Test process flow:

Step 1: Acquire a set of representative
photographs of moles and skin tumors

Step 2: Frame and mark the areas of interest for
classification

Step 3: Use OpenR8 for training
and model acquisition

Core Technology Advantages
1. More hardware acceleration of neural network
Intel® Neural Computing Stick 2 (Intel® NCS 2) is the latest Intel® deep learning inference
development kit. They are included in an affordable U-disk board. This is the Intel® NCS 2
carrying our latest VPU (Vision Processing Unit)–Intel® Movidius™ Infinite X, including the
on-chip neural network accelerator known as the neural computing engine. With 16 high
performance kernels and exclusive hardware neural network accelerator, NCS 2 can provide
8-time performance enhancement as compared to the previous generation.

Product specifications
of actual test system
scheme

2. Software tool for accelerate deep learning inference
The OpenVINO toolkit published by Intel® is the default software development kit for
performance optimization, integrated deep learning interference, and operation of Deep
Neural Network of Intel® Movidius™ Vision Processing Unit (VPU). (In the previous
generation, developers were using Intel® Movidius™ NCS SDK). This toolkit supports a wide
range of neural networks and NCS 2 hardware, and it can simplify deployment of a series of
Intel® vision accelerator solutions; during this test, we use this toolkit to support more than 20
pre-trained models covering image classification, object detection, and image segmentation.

3. It can be developed on one platform and deployed on
several platforms
With a kind of intermediate representative (IR) format, you can develop, test and deploy the
same type of Neural Network on various deep learning processors, such as Intel® CPU,
GPU, VPU, FPGA, etc., or you can deploy a model across two processors. IR concept can
allow your operational models to use multiple frameworks to establish TensorFlow™, Caffe,
MXNet, and other exchange formats such as ONNX. This kind of flexibility can support
multiple frameworks, exchange formats, and hardware accelerators to become the modular
architectures of the OpenVINO™ toolkit. and packaging plants. Whenever there is a new
product, OpenR8 allows process engineer (PE) and equipment engineer (EE) to easily
design new algorithm and apply new parameters.

4. OpenR8 modularizes AI algorithm and converts it into a
software kit with reduced price and technical barrier.
With a simple browser interface, users can conduct AI training and inference without
programming, thus greatly reducing the AI technical barrier. The conventional AOI machine
image algorithm is written in the program code, so it will face the problem of difficult to
expand for brand new products in the future. Currently OpenR8 is applied to the AOI
automatic optical inspection of semiconductor product to solve the issue of having more
than 1000 models of products in wafer foundries and packaging plants. Whenever there is a
new product, OpenR8 allows process engineer (PE) and equipment engineer (EE) to easily
design new algorithm and apply new parameters.

Intel® Neural Computing
Stick 2 (NCS2)
• Exclusive neural computing engine

• 16 high performance SHAVE kernels
• Enhanced ISP supporting 4K

• New vision accelerator including
stereo depth

OpenR8
• Operation via browser window
interface without the need for
complicated programming interface.

• Installation-free software kit with
built-in Python, TensorFlow, PyTorch,
OpenVINO, OpenCV, Caffe , CUDA,
and cuDNN. It can be directly
executed after decompression.
• Open source code

• Supporting multi-core and multiprocessor computer
• Supporting GPU acceleration

• Supporting self-defined library

• Execution in local computer without
uploading to cloud, thus preventing
leaking of confidential information of
our company.

Notes:

• Intel® Neural Compute Stick 2 (Intel® NCS 2)
• For more information on Intel® OpenVINO™
Reference links:

• For more information related to IoT solution please refer to 			
WPIg Intel IoT Solution Aggregator Website.
• For more information related to Intel® MRS (Market Ready Solutions)

• For more information related to Intel® RRK (RFP Ready Kit)

About WPIG Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator
WPIG, as an Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator, is the best channel to offer the most diversified Intel® IoT solutions to address your business
needs across multiple domains and applications. To play the role of IoT Solution Aggregator, WPI Group is capable to serve IT Systems
Integrators and OT System Integrators in Asia and Greater China regions, bridge the overall end-to-end (Edge to Cloud) applications. To
integrate IoT solutions and put Industrial ODM/OEM/ISV solutions on the shelf, more effectively support System Integrators to select suitable
solutions and manage inventories. Moreover, assist in the establishment and cultivation of industry knowledge and use cases, promote various
IoT applications and support to scale business through ecosystem partners’ enablement.
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